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Heguru Method: Interview with Heguru founders

Hado reading is one of the skills that right brain training will enable in your child.

Q: So why is it important to read so many books and so quickly?
A: When the right brain becomes activated, the ability to think and understand things quickly increases
correspondingly.
As children’s brains develop and they become more mentally alert, their reading speed increases.
They will be able to read quickly and with ease, so they won’t feel like they are being forced to read, but rather
they will enjoy the process of reading.
As they are having fun and have confidence in their reading abilities, they will be able to achieve the required level
of right brain activation (to do Hado reading).
Q: Mrs Henmi, as you can tell, Agnes (the co-founder of the Heguru Method Learning Centre @
Fusionopolis) is very passionate about the Heguru Method. You also know Claire as well as Rachel, the
other two co-founders. What do you have to say about them?
A: All three of them came to Japan to study the Heguru Method.
They are similar in that they are all very passionate, but they exhibit different character traits which they use to
complement each other magnificently in order to raise the teaching standard.
It is this match-up of strengths that has made Heguru @ Fusionopolis what it is today.

Mr Hirotada Henmi, one of the founders of the Heguru Method

Q: Mr Henmi, I know that you have a lot of confidence in the three co-founders of Heguru @ Fusionopolis.
Why should parents send their children to Heguru @ Fusionopolis?
A: Well, the three co-founders are a group of very passionate people.
Although the three of them play active roles in their respective areas of expertise, Heguru’s ideals, philosophy and
teaching values are areas which the three founders have successfully brought across [to families in Singapore].
However, that said, the foundation on which it all stands is education itself.
I feel very strongly about anything that starts with the idea of education. When I look at the educational techniques
that have blossomed in this centre, I feel very reassured.
Q: Mr Henmi, what is your vision for Heguru @ Fusionopolis?
A: Well, to be honest, we have a lot of hopes for Heguru @ Fusionopolis — the biggest one of which is for the
children to produce wonderful results, just like those at our Tachikawa (main) centre (in Japan).
Find out what Mrs Henmi and Mr Henmi have to say to parents on the next page…

